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 endering of clean transparent objects is one of the 
most time consuming tasks for any render engine, 

and it’s been a subject widely researched in computer 
graphics. However, real world transparent objects are 
rarely clean. Their surfaces have a variety of pollutant 
agents such as dust, dirt, fingerprints, salt, soap, water, etc. 
All of these contaminants produce a variety of volumetric 
scattering effects that should be taken into account when 
creating photorealistic renderings. 

Rendered images of clean transparent surfaces tend to 
look too perfect.  As seen in real photographs, transparent 
objects almost always have surface contaminants and such 
imperfections produce weathered appearances, which are 
critical for achieving realism. 

If we consider a contaminant as an optically thin layer over 
a smooth transparent material we could in theory simply 
alpha blend the two materials, however in real life each 
contaminant agent has its own way of scattering and 
attenuating light that can produce remarkable visual 
effects.  

Some of these are: 

Contrast reversal: When looking through a dirty 
window the dirt will look dark against a bright 
background and bright against a dark one. 

By Sergio Morera              February 2011 

Statuette model by Papillon0791 - 3D Warehouse Plant model from Archibase.net  
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Angular dependency: The attenuation and transmittance of light through the contaminant changes according to 
the viewing angle of the camera.  

Lens glare and blur: Produced by the light scattering parameter of each type of contaminant when interacting 
with the air surrounding a transparent surface. 

Screen or monitor effect: Fingerprints, dust etc are hardly visible when the monitor is on but quite obvious 
when it is off. 

As the scattering parameter in Kerkythea applies to the whole material and not to its individual layers we can 
only simulate these effects by using the diffuse, specular, transmittance and or translucency channels in the 
material editor. 

The way I have made the materials shown below may not be 100% physically correct but in my own experience 
can produce credible images. I do not claim this is the only way of achieving the desired results but it’s what I 
have learned through several trials and experimentations. 

It is almost impossible to create a “one fit all material” as each scene in our work is different and depends on 
what type of mood we are trying to convey in our render. So I will concentrate on how to create a material from 
scratch that suits your particular needs. 

The first step is to create a bitmap that relates to the surface we want to work on, using any image manipulation 
software like Photoshop, Corel Paint, Gimp etc,  provided that it will allows us to blend different textures by 
layers onto a black background. This bitmap will become our main diffuse layer in KT. 

For the render on page one, I created this image, which is the same  shape as the glazing on the windows then 
applied and scaled the texture directly in SketchUp so when exported to Kerkythea will keep the UV coordinates. 

After we export and open our model in Kerkythea because we are going to use transmittance and translucency 
we need to enable volume lighting in our scene. To do so go to Settings > Scene> Global Settings and tick 
Volume lighting. 
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The dirty glass material is made by layering The dirty glass material is made by layering our texture our texture with a with a thin glassthin glass, a , a rock texture procedural rock texture procedural and a and a cloud texture cloud texture 

proceduralprocedural  to get a more interesting effects from the last two; since procedurals are not linked to UV mapping.to get a more interesting effects from the last two; since procedurals are not linked to UV mapping.   

The sum of all layers should 
not exceed 1.00 

We invert the colours and change the X scale 

of the procedural to get the water stripes 
effect.  The LOW  colour will be transparent 
when rendered in our model. I changed the 

HIGH colour from white to grey to soften the 
effect 

This is the standard thin glass 
shadier from Kerkythea, 
normally used for architectural 
glass 

As a material can not reflect more light than it receives, the weight of all component layers of our material should not 
exceed 1.00, however we can experiment with different values for each layer in order to accentuate or not the features we 
want to get from each element.  
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We build the cloud procedural 
using the same technique as the 
rock procedural. The only 
difference is a higher contrast 
between the high and low 
colour and the scale of the 
texture. All these elements can 
be tweaked to fit individual 
needs and get a stronger or 
more subtle effect.  

Finally we assemble our last 
layer, which contains the 
texture that we produced in the 
image editing software. 

We use the same texture for 
the DIFFUSE, SPECULAR and the 
TRANSMITTED channel with 
transmitted sampling on. 

Something very important to remember is that in 
order to get the best results you need to use an un- 
biased render method like Metropolis Light 
transport or Metropolis Light transport (BPT). I 
prefer the latter as it can calculate caustic reflections 
from any light source while MLT will calculate 
caustics only with Light Emitting Surface Mesh (area 
lights) or HDR lighting.  
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These are the final images showing a 
view from inside and outside the room 

TTTHEHEHE   COGNACCOGNACCOGNAC   GLASSGLASSGLASS   STUDYSTUDYSTUDY   

Another interesting scenario is the effect 
on caustic reflections produced by a thin 
layer of dust on a transparent surface 
like a cognac glass. For this exercise 
instead of using as the base a thin glass 
material we need the dielectric glass. 

We start by modelling our cognac glass 
with thickness as in real life, then we 
apply the bitmap texture that will 
constitute our layer of dust only to the 
outside face (there is an excellent 
tutorial by Patrick Nieborg on the KT 
repository explaining how to model 
liquids inside a glass). 

CLEAR GLASS 
 

TEXTURE ON 
GLASS 
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Dust bitmap Dust bitmap --  Layer weight 30 %Layer weight 30 %  

Dust bitmap Dust bitmap --  Layer weight 60 %Layer weight 60 %  Dust bitmap Dust bitmap --  Layer weight 80 %Layer weight 80 %  

Clean Dielectric GlassClean Dielectric Glass  

To make the dust on the glass we apply 
the dust texture to the diffuse, specular 
and transmitted channel of the matt/ 
phong layer of our material. We need to 
enable specular sampling and give it a 
low shininess value.  

On the transmitted channel we give it a low value like 
28 and enable transmitted sampling. 

Now we can adjust the relative 
weight of each layer in our material 
in order to increase or decrease the 
effect of the dust on the glass.  

The images below show how caustic 
reflections from the glass and the 
cognac are attenuated depending on 
the value we allocate to each 
component in our material  

Full Caustic Full Caustic 

reflections inclusive reflections inclusive 

from the glass stemfrom the glass stem  

Caustic reflections Caustic reflections 

are attenuated due are attenuated due 

to the  layer of dustto the  layer of dust  
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TTTHEHEHE   SSSCREENCREENCREEN   MMMONITORONITORONITOR   EEEFFECTFFECTFFECT   

Dust, dirt and lipids like fingerprints , behave 
differently on surfaces like a monitor screen 
depending on how they  interact with light. 

The pictures below show how when the 
monitor is ON contaminants on the screen 
appear like faded dark spots and they will be 
attenuated depending on the angular 
incidence of the camera like it would happen 
in real life. 

The trick here is to model the screen monitor 
with thickness (say 1mm), then we apply our 
contaminant texture to the front face of the 
glass and the desktop texture to the inside of 
the back face of the screen.  To simulate that 

the monitor is ON we convert this texture into a light 
emitter in KT 

To create the fingerprints on the monitor we use a 
layered material that contains our diffuse texture over 
a dielectric glass material - with a twist. 

The matt/phong material constitutes 80% of the 
overall weight and the dielectric glass will be the other 
20% 

We apply the fingerprint texture to the DIFFUSE, 
SPECULAR, TRANSLUCENCE AND TRANSMITTED 
channel of our material. Reduce the shininess to say 
40, enable specular sampling and on the transmitted 

Original HP monitor by JP - 3D warehouse modified for rendering, Keyboard 3ds model from Kollhoff Hans- archibaseplanet.com   
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section then enable transmitted sampling and reduce 
the transmitted shininess to around 60.  

We need the monitor screen to be reflective as well 
as refractive, but only on the area not covered by the 
fingerprints and smudges, therefore we use the same 
texture but inverted. It means that everything that is 
black in our diffuse texture will behave as a dielectric 
glass while the appearance of the smudges and 
fingerprints will be controlled by the settings we used 
in the matt layer of our material.  

To finish this tutorial I have made a day and a night 
render of one of the outdoor lamps, supplied with 
Twilight, with a dirty glass using the same technique 
described for the window on page 1.  

Here we can see how the material behaves when lit 
by direct sunlight and at night when the light comes 
from behind the glass and the effect on the 
surrounding area. If you want to eliminate shadows 
projected from the dirt layer then just turn this 
feature off in the material editor under the model 
flags settings. 
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The theoretical concepts covered in this tutorial are based on the research published by Jinwei Gu, Ravi 
Ramamoorthi, Peter Belhumeur and Shree Nayar from Columbia University: “Dirty Glass: Rendering 
Contamination on Transparent Surfaces” 2007. 

Special thanks to all members of the KT team for providing this software for us to enjoy and also to those 
members of the KT community who over the years have shared their wealth of experience and their creative 
work in the KT forum. 

 

 

 

 

“A person who can create ideas worthy of note is a person who has learned much from others”. Konosuke 

Matsushita founder of Panasonic  
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